PAID WORKSHOPS

Paid Workshops offer conference participants a 3-hour
concentrated block of time to focus on a particular
theatrical approach or technique, be it playwriting, silent
story-telling, gesture as cultural memory, or ensemble
activist theatre. The four workshops offered for a fee this
year have limited registrations and are accepted on a first
come, first served basis. Register early to reserve your spot.

New Mexico-based Theater Grottesco was founded in
1983 in Paris by John Flax and Didier Maucort, former
members of Minneapolis’s Theatre de la Jeune Lune and
graduates of France’s Ecole Jacques Lecoq. They were
joined soon after by Lecoq graduate Elizabeth Wiseman.
The company has evolved to 15 artists comprising a
tremendous range of theatrical expertise. John Flax and
Elizabeth Wiseman will offer two workshops at ATHE.
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The Grottesco ensemble in Fortune, created by Theater Grottesco, directed by John Flax

theater grottesco

Movement and Gesture as Genetic
Cultural Memory
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Thursday, July 24—1:30 PM - 4:45 PM – Princess B
This workshop begins with the premise that culture
is stored in our genes as instinct. Glimpses of these
memories can be seen as movement and gesture, many
of them unconscious. Where language provides oral
and written history, and thought gives us world views;
movement and gesture, on a deeper and subconscious
level, reveal memories of cultures foresworn, family and
tribal histories, present pop culture messages imprinting
without our awareness or consent, and perhaps even
portents of the future. Participants should come ready to
move at the ability they are able to; in loose fitting plain
colored clothing (no advertising!), hair pulled back and
jewelry off. We start on time and prefer to work barefoot.

theater grottesco

Silent Story-Telling

Friday, July 25—12:00 PM - 3:15 PM – Princess F
In 18th century France, as an effort to rein in the sacrilege
of theater, a ban was placed on the spoken word in public
places, except by the church. The theater community
responded by developing pantomime blanche, a style
of silent story-telling. A story told today might contain
devices from film including pans, close-ups, and pullbacks, where the actors are performing in miniature
while creating full scenes through the use of sound and
the portrayal of objects. Participants should come ready
to move at the ability they are able to; in loose fitting plain
colored clothing (no advertising!), hair pulled back and
jewelry off. We start on time and prefer to work barefoot.

PAID WORKSHOPS (CONT.)
luis alfaro

Getting Your Hands Dirty – A Playwriting
Workshop

Friday, July 25—2:15 PM - 5:30 PM – Princess B
This workshop will begin by using exercises to get the
writing energy started. Then we will explore launching
the seeds of an idea for a play; thinking about character
and environment; telling a provocative story with energy
and passion; telling true stories even if they’re not; finding
points of inspiration and intersections of possibility;
getting to the heart of a play right at the beginning;
thinking about expanding the size of your work;
embracing the current moment in theater as one in which
a playwright must ask, “If I have nothing to lose, what’s
stopping me?” This workshop is about getting to the point
about the thing you need to talk about.
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kinan valdez

Theatre of the Sphere – An Ancient American
Approach to Activist Theatre
Saturday, July 26—2:15 PM - 5:30 PM – Princess B

How can the philosophy of Ancient America resonate
for activist artists, community-arts practitioners,
and contemporary theatre makers? In this interactive
workshop, participants will explore the foundational
principles of “Theater of the Sphere,” a holistic approach
to activist/ensemble theatre based on Mesoamerican
thought and developed by El Teatro Campesino.
Participants will embody the core concepts and
explore the approach’s wide application as a vehicle of
participatory engagement—from directing for the stage to
generating social change in community settings.

Luis Alfaro is a theater artist who works in playwriting,
performance, poetry, short fiction, and journalism. A
former Resident Artist at the Mark Taper Forum for ten
years, he served as Director of New Play Development. His
plays and performances have been seen throughout the
Americas and Europe and include St. Jude; Mojada; Aesop
in Rancho Cucamonga; Painting in Red; Alleluia the Road;
Bruja; Oedipus El Rey; Electricidad; Breakfast, Lunch &
Dinner; Black Butterfly, Jaguar Girl, Piñata Woman &
Other Super Hero Girls, Like Me; No Holds Barrio; Bitter
Homes & Gardens; Straight as a Line; and Body of Faith.

Kinan Valdez is a 20-year ensemble member of El Teatro
Campesino (ETC). Born and reared in the collective
milieu of the famed social justice theater company, Kinan
currently serves as ETC’s Producing Artistic Director.
His accomplishments as a leader of the 49 year-old
company have been a three-fronted effort: Preserving
ETC’s expansive theatrical traditions and methodologies
for new generations; developing the “Teatro Lab” – an
experimental new works laboratory; and building an
extensive educational theater program that reaches the
underserved and marginalized communities of rural
central California. In addition to his work as a playwright
and director, Kinan is an award-winning filmmaker, an
educator at the University of California Santa Cruz, and a
national organizer for the Latina/o Theatre Commons.
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uni v e r sit y of michig a n pre ss
please visit us at booth #200 for a 30% discount! n o w i n p a p e r
acts
Theater, Philosophy, and
the Performing Self
Tzachi Zamir

dark matter
Invisibility in Drama,
Theater, and Performance
Andrew Sofer

passionate amateurs
Theatre, Communism, and Love
Nicholas Ridout

simming
Participatory Performance and
the Making of Meaning
Scott Magelssen
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the avant-garde
and the popular in
modern china
Tian Han and the Intersection
of Performance and Politics
Liang Luo

the captive stage
Performance and the
Proslavery Imagination of
the Antebellum North
Douglas A. Jones, Jr.

preaching to convert
Evangelical Outreach and
Performance Activism in a
Secular Age
John Fletcher

animal acts
Performing Species Today
Edited by Una Chaudhuri
and Holly Hughes

butch queens
up in pumps
Gender, Performance, and
Ballroom Culture in Detroit
Marlon Bailey

great lengths
Seven Works of
Marathon Theater
Jonathan Kalb

spectacles of
reform
Theater and Activism
in Nineteenth-Century
America
Amy E. Hughes

lives in play
Autobiography and
Biography on the
Feminist Stage
Ryan Claycomb

arthur miller

1962-2005
Christopher Bigsby

forthcoming
murder most queer
The Homicidal Homosexual
in the American Theater
Jordan Schildcrout

paula vogel
Joanna Mansbridge

evita, inevitably
Performing Argentina’s
Female Icons Before and
After Eva Perón
Jean Graham-Jones

coloring whiteness
Acts of Critique in
Black Performance
Faedra Chatard Carpenter
To order call
800.343.4499
or go to
www.press.umich.edu

